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Abstract: In the European Strategy for Data, the European Commission highlighted the EU’s ambition “to acquire a leading role in the data economy.” At the same time, the Commission conceded that the EU would have to “increase its pools of quality data available for use and re-use.” In the creative industries, this need for enhanced data quality and interoperability is particularly strong (section A). Without data improvement, unprecedented opportunities for monetising the wide variety of creative content in EU Member States and making this content available for new technologies, such as artificial intelligence (‘AI’) systems, will most probably be lost (section B). The problem has a worldwide dimension. While the US have already taken steps to provide an integrated data space for music as of 1 January 2021, the EU is facing major obstacles not only in the field of music but also in other creative industry sectors (section C). Weighing costs and benefits (section D), there can be little doubt that new data improvement initiatives and sufficient investment in a better copyright data infrastructure should play a central role in EU copyright policy. The work notification system following from Article 17(4)(b) of the Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market may offer an unprecedented opportunity to bundle and harmonize data in a shared EU copyright data repository (section E). In addition, a trade-off between data harmonisation and interoperability on the one hand, and transparency and accountability of content recommender systems on the other, may pave the way for new initiatives (section F).
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A. Introduction

Since the early days of the digital revolution, the dream of the free flow of information across cultures and continents has been accompanied by the hope that digital rights management (“DRM”) in the area of copyright would maximise the spectrum of available literary and artistic productions (including content for niche audiences), minimise transaction costs, pave the way for ubiquitous and differentiated licensing solutions and allow creative industries to thrive. In reaction to the challenges arising from the digital environment, the 1996 WIPO “Internet” Treaties introduced new international standards against the circumvention of technological measures that are employed to protect copyrighted works, and the removal or alteration of copyright management information. The 2001 Directive on the Harmonisation of Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society (“Information Society Directive” or “ISD”) transposed these international standards into EU law.

1 WIPO Copyright Treaty and WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, adopted in Geneva on December 20, 1996.
2 Articles 11 and 12 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty; Articles 18 and 19 of the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty.
5 For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between the data economy and the creative industries depending on copyright, see Valérie-Laure Benabou, in collaboration with Célia Zolynski and Laurent Cytermann, Droit de la propriété littéraire et artistique, données et contenus numériques, Paris: CSPLA 2018.
have provided the service providers with the relevant and necessary information;"

3 Evidently, this provision imposes more than a content moderation obligation on OCSSPs. At the


same time, it gives copyright and neighbouring right holders a strong incentive to provide work-related data, including accurate and up-to-date ownership information. A rightholder who does not provide “the necessary and relevant information” in the sense of Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD cannot benefit from the new content moderation obligation. As a result, infringing user uploads may become available on online platforms.

4 With this new incentive scheme for notifying work-related data, Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD may play a central role as a catalyst bringing about new pan-European copyright data repositories, at least for content shared on OCSSP platforms. Such a catalyst seems crucial. In theory, the digital environment offers unprecedented opportunities for commercialising literary and artistic productions and serving consumers. To this day, however, several practical problems have prevented the creative industries from realising the full potential of copyright data management and digital modes of exploitation. The lack or inaccuracy of metadata prevents or delays the disbursement of royalties. Moreover, inaccurate and incomplete metadata make content hard to find, or license, and, as a result, may contribute to digital piracy.

5 From an economic perspective, it may be said that even if certain content is technically available via legal channels, inaccurate and incomplete metadata may increase search costs for users to such an extent that data problems de facto create incentives to make unauthorised use where copyright enforcement is weak. Alternatively, potential uses of works may simply be forgone due to such transaction costs. In addition to these problems at the level of individual data sets, the lack of interoperability between data management systems and related data libraries forces stakeholders to deal with a highly inefficient, and often inaccurate, piecemeal network of data providers, systems, datasets and standards. It increases all types of transaction costs because it obliges stakeholders to learn about, identify, and deal with various types of metadata, as well as individual terms and modalities of use. The high costs of dealing with inaccurate and incomplete metadata may moreover favour big providers of copyright-intensive products and services who can afford to invest in database building, data cleansing, and who are capable of bearing the costs of lawsuits arising from data-related conflicts. This enhances the risk of economic concentration in the digital content distribution market and a corresponding
power imbalance between copyright holders and content distributors, such as online platforms.

B. Need for Improved Copyright Data Management

Emerging new technologies that require the use of large repertoires of creative content shed light on the dimension of transaction cost problems in the creative industries and the risk of losing substantial revenue. The situation in the field of AI systems can serve as an example. For a long time, mankind assumed that only humans were capable of creating literary and artistic works. With developments in the field of AI giving birth to a new kind of algorithmic work creation in the realm of cultural creativity, this assumption no longer seems valid. Today, AI systems increasingly assist in the creation of works of art and literature (“AI-assisted works”). Sometimes, on the basis of appropriate training material, they may also be capable of mimicking human literary and artistic productions, such as poems, music and paintings (“AI-generated works”). The technology enabling their creative functions is becoming more and more advanced and instead of fully relying on human instructions, contemporary AI systems are becoming increasingly autonomous. Certain types of deep-learning systems may give users the impression of being capable of cultural creation, potentially almost independently, allowing for broad-scale production of cultural objects that eye and ear often fail to distinguish from human creations.

In this context, however, it must not be overlooked that “artificial creativity” is impossible without source material in a harmonised and interoperable format that can be used for feeding and instructing AI systems. Without machine-readable literary and artistic input stemming from authors of flesh and blood, an AI system has no template for its own processes of mimicking human creativity. Modern data-driven AI often uses Text-and-Data Mining (“TDM”) techniques to extract the data needed for machine learning. TDM has emerged as one of the most powerful digital tools in the AI environment which enables the discovery and extraction of patterns, correlations and more generally of (often hidden) knowledge from existing content and data. Both high-tech and creative industries are currently being revolutionised by the advancements in this data-driven type of AI. Techniques that are currently

---


The impact that AI is having in the field of IP, and copyright in particular, has been recognised by the European Commission, which has specifically identified a number of ambitious interventions in this area in its recent “IP Action Plan”, see European Commission, 15 November 2020, *Making the Most of the EU’s Innovative Potential – An Intellectual Property Action Plan to Support the EU’s Recovery and Resilience*, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Document COM(2020) 760 final, 12. See also the report by Alexandra Bensamoun and Joëlle Farchy, in collaboration with Paul-François Schiara, *Intelligence artificielle et culture*, Paris: CSPLA 2020.

The abbreviation “TDM” is used here for text-and-data mining in accordance with the use that has become customary in the domain of copyright. It is not to be confused with “term document matrix” – an important standard organizational form of data describing natural language texts for NLP algorithms.

discussed under the headings of Machine Learning ("ML"), Natural Language Processing ("NLP") and Deep Neural Networks ("DNN") require the “training” on vast amounts of content and data in order to achieve reliable results that may finally lead to new scientific and technological advancements, products and services. This information is often deduced, through automated machine-reading processes from books, magazine articles, music works, or films enjoying copyright protection. Not surprisingly, the insatiable appetite of “creative” AI systems for literary and artistic data input is often regarded as a promising new source of revenue for the creative industries.\(^\text{13}\)

8 The use of copyrighted works as training material for these types of AI applications, however, raises complex questions. When humans learn a new task or skill (e.g. a new language), they usually store the training information (e.g. the textbook rules and examples used to learn the language) as an electrochemical trace in the area of the brain dedicated to language. Humans do not need a copyright exception in order to store that copy. However, it is far from clear that when a computer makes the corresponding digital copy of training material in order to learn a language—or any other task for that matter—that this activity is likewise excluded from the copyright domain.\(^\text{14}\) On the contrary, the use of any digital copy, temporary or permanent, in whole or in part, direct or indirect, may amount to the infringement of the right of reproduction laid down in Article 2 ISD.

9 The right of reproduction thus constitutes a pivotal element in AI training processes. ML-based systems may require numerous and different types of reproductions: certain copies may be just temporary (the conversion of .pdf into .xml for annotation and enrichment purposes), others may be permanent (the initial creation of corpora or databases of training material, or the final storage of said material for replicability, accountability and verifiability of the training process). Some copies may be in whole (such as the initial reproduction of the corpora), while other copies may be in part (such as the information stored in the “trained models” which will be used by the AI algorithm to perform the intended task). Finally, some reproductions may be direct and others may be only indirect (again the final “trained models” may contain only partial and modified copies of the original material). Further steps in the AI training process and the distribution and use of the final outcome may involve additional rights that are exclusively reserved to copyright holders, such as the right of distribution and the right of communication to the public. If no exceptions or limitations permit the use of copyrighted material without authorisation,\(^\text{15}\) the current formalistic interpretation that the CJEU embraces, especially in relation to the right of reproduction,\(^\text{16}\) points towards the conclusion that all these individual acts of use require licenses.\(^\text{17}\)

10 Against this background, appropriate copyright data management and licensing infrastructures are not only desirable to offer the creative industries the opportunity of exploiting the promising new market for AI training data. Improved copyright data management is also indispensable to enable EU high-tech industries to compete with AI system developers in other regions. In Article 3(1) CDSMD, EU legislation has granted a statutory permission to reproduce literary and artistic works for AI training purposes. This limitation of copyright protection, however, only covers TDM in the context of scientific research carried out by eligible research organisations and cultural heritage institutions.\(^\text{18}\) Article 4(1) CDSMD supplements this research privilege with a general TDM exemption that can also be invoked by commercial AI system developers. This broader copyright limitation, however, is only applicable as long as copyright holders refrain from reserving their ex-


\(^{14}\) For a more detailed discussion of this point, see Rossana Ducato and Alain Strowel, “Ensuring Text and Data Mining: Remaining Issues with the EU Copyright Exceptions and Possible Ways Out”, European Intellectual Property Review 43 (2021), 322-337.


\(^{17}\) Cf. Ducato and Strowel, supra note 17, 322-337, who propose a different interpretation of the relationship between “right” and “infringement” in the realm of Article 2 ISD relying inter alia on the “recognisability” test which the CJEU expressed in its Pelham decision (CJEU, 29 July 2019, case C476/17, Pelham).

\(^{18}\) Cf. the definition in Article 2(1) and (3) CDSMD.
clusive rights under Article 4(3) CDSMD. The need to obtain licenses for commercial applications is thus the rule in EU copyright law; a use permission without prior rightholder authorisation is the exception. With regard to commercial AI training, Article 5(1) ISD only provides a loophole for TDM processes that keep within the confines of transient, temporary copying. This restrictive approach may be insufficient for the needs of high-tech firms focusing on AI development. Considering current industry practices, it seems safe to assume that more than temporary takings from copyrighted source material will be necessary in many cases.

Main international competitors of the EU have chosen approaches that markedly depart from the focus on copyright licensing adopted in Europe. Countries such as the US, Canada, Singapore, South Korea, Japan, Israel or Taiwan have adopted regulatory measures which, in the natural tension between the protection of investments and the promotion of innovation, have opted for broader copyright limitations arguably favouring the latter over the former. The specific measures that have been adopted in order to gauge the proper balance have evolved from, and thus mirror, the domestic legal culture and characteristics. In the US, for instance, TDM and ML analyses are routinely considered to be transformative uses and as such to constitute fair use which does not generate claims for fair compensation. This means that using protected works not as works but as input data to extract information that will be used to create new knowledge—so called non-consumptive or non-expressive uses—is considered a free activity that does not require licensing efforts. Japan is another interesting example as its copyright law can be considered closer to continental-European models. Instead of a broad standard (i.e. fair use), Japanese copyright legislation provides for a list of exceptions and limitations that resembles to a certain degree the approach taken in Article 5 ISD. Japan has implemented in its copyright legislation a broad TDM exception in 2009. This provision refrains from precluding commercial users from invoking the TDM exception. The US and Japan are interesting examples because, while belonging to different copyright traditions, they both have thriving creative and cultural industries as well as a highly competitive high-tech sector in the field of AI.

Considering this global scenario, it is of particular importance to establish efficient copyright data creation, management and licensing infrastructures, and employ Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD as a tool to amass copyright metadata that can help to achieve this goal. In the current policy debate, creative industry representatives in European countries often express a preference for a restrictive approach that only leaves room for narrow copyright exceptions. They fear that a more flexible solution would allow the high-tech industry to exploit copyrighted source material for AI training purposes without sharing the benefits that accrue from the development of AI products and services on this basis. This approach may disadvantage EU-based high-tech industries in comparison with their peers in other legal systems that are willing to favour the high-tech sector. The need to obtain an authorisation to train AI algorithms on vast amounts of data—including copy-

---


righted works—constitutes an additional cost factor in the form of transaction costs and licensing fees. When the costs involved are too high, it will negatively impact the ability of the EU’s AI sector to compete on the world market and consequently reduce the potential economic value of licensing content for training purposes. If, however, information on the reservoir of available European training material and copyright holders entitled to grant a license is missing or incomplete, the conclusion of licensing agreements is beyond reach from the outset and the creative industries in the EU will lose income that could have come from the use of copyrighted works for AI training purposes.

Against this background, the concern must be taken seriously that, despite legislation seeking to ensure revenue streams on the basis of licensing obligations, the creative industries in the EU may fail to reap benefits that could accrue from the use of copyrighted material in the AI sector simply because ownership and repertoire information is not available. In terms of regulatory competition, foreign countries opting for less strict regulatory solutions and less licensing and rights clearance obligations may also appear more attractive to high-tech businesses. The EU may thus be confronted with a double failure of the selected regulatory design: neither new income for creative industries nor sufficient investment in promising new high-tech products and services.

Appropriate solutions for copyright data creation and management in the EU, however, may change the equation. Enhanced cooperation between high-tech companies and the creative industries on the basis of licensing agreements, mutually-agreed use protocols and safeguards against algorithms that disregard competition and media regulations, may even increase the quality and customisation of AI input. Benefits flowing from enhanced cooperation and better input for AI training may compensate the costs arising from an obligation to obtain licenses while, at the same time, ensuring that the benefits of copyright-based AI training are fairly shared. For this positive scenario to take shape, however, it is indispensable to have a well-functioning copyright data infrastructure in place that offers comprehensive, up-to-date ownership and repertoire information across EU Member States. As a legislative tool that binds copyright owners in all EU Member States and generates relevant data streams in the whole EU territory, Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD can play an important role in this respect. Imposing the obligation on rightholders to provide “relevant and necessary information” with regard to works and other protected subject matter, Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD creates an important legal mechanism to collect ownership and repertoire information. When notifications of works from all corners of the Union are bundled and harmonised, the resulting overarching database makes works and copyright holders visible. In this way, it offers high-tech companies looking for AI training material valuable information on the spectrum of available works in the EU and a solid basis for identifying relevant rightholders.

Discussing the need for copyright data creation, improvement and harmonisation, the increasing use of automated content recommender systems must be factored into the equation as well. Various providers of digital services, including Spotify, Netflix and YouTube, employ content recommender systems to a growing extent to recommend copyrighted content to users. Copyright data improvement also has an important role to play in relation to these systems, e.g., in relation to the visibility of niche repertoire and the enhancement of cultural diversity.


For a broader discussion of new trends in the use of AI tools, including recommender systems, see Juliette Denis and Joëlle Farchy, La culture des données: Intelligence artificielle et algorithmes dans les industries culturelles, Paris: Transvalor - Presses des mines 2020.

See https://towardsdatascience.com/how-spotify-recommends-your-new-favorite-artist-8c1850512af0.

Such system is in the context of the proposed Digital Services Act ("DSA") defined as “a fully or partially automated system used [by an online platform] to suggest in its online interface specific information to recipients of the service, including as a result of a search initiated by the recipient or otherwise determining the relative order or prominence of information displayed.”, see Article 2(o) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market For Digital Services (Digital Services Act) and Amending Directive 2000/31/EC, COM(2020) 825 final.

A different but related issue relates to filter bubbles in the
Without appropriate metadata that enhance the visibility of European content for automated recommender systems, the lack of niche repertoire recommendations may be due to inaccurate or missing data rather than being the result of a discriminatory mainstream orientation of the content recommender system. In this context, however, the lack of transparency of recommender systems, in particular with regard to the parameters used to select content and target consumers, prevents the identification of data issues and the development of appropriate solutions. The (proposed) legal framework in the EU addresses only certain aspects of this dilemma.\footnote{29}

\section{C. Herculean Task of Copyright Data Improvement}

A scenario with mutual benefits for creative and high-tech industries, however, will only arise if the considerable problems in the field of copyright context of entertainment recommender systems, see e.g. Martin Koppe, “Do algorithms keep playing the same old song?”, CNRS News, 27.11.2021, available at: https://news.cnrs.fr/articles/do-algorithms-keep-playing-the-same-old-song.

\footnote{29} The proposed Digital Services Act, supra note 27, stipulates in Article 29(1) that very large online platforms using recommender systems “shall set out in their terms and conditions, in a clear, accessible and easily comprehensible manner, the main parameters used in their recommender systems, as well as any options for the recipients of the service to modify or influence those main parameters that they may have made available, including at least one option which is not based on profiling” within the meaning of Article 4(4) GDPR. For a critique on the proposed opt-out, see also European Data Protection Supervisor, Opinion 1/2021 on the Proposal for a Digital Services Act, 10 February 2021, https://edps.europa.eu/system/files/2021-02/21-02-10-opinion_on_digital_services_act_en.pdf. Furthermore, under certain circumstances relating to significant systemic risks, very large online platforms may be obliged to adjust their content recommender systems in line with Article 27(1)(a) DSA. Importantly, however, this transparency and opt-out obligation, within its DSA context, only relates to hosting services. Cf. Article 2(l) DSA. Transparency of copyright recommender systems appears neither to be addressed in the recently proposed Artificial Intelligence Act which focusses on high-risk AI systems, see Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council Laying Down Harmonised Rules on Artificial Intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act), and Amending Certain Union Legislative Acts, COM(2021) 206 final. See Sebastian Felix Schwemer, “Recommender Systems in the EU: from Responsibility to Regulation?”, FAccTRec Workshop ’21, held from 27 September to 1 October 2021 in Amsterdam, paper available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3923003.

The music segment of the creative industry offers several well-known examples of data infrastructures, such as the Common Information System (“CIS”) of the International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers (“CISAC”). With its different nodes in several regions of the world, the CIS-Net system and accompanying standards constitute a global tool seeking to facilitate music licensing and the distribution of revenues.\footnote{30} In terms of data standardisation, the International Standard Work Code (“ISWC”) of the music publishing industry,\footnote{31} the International Standard Recording Code (“ISRC”) of the recording industry, the Interested Party Information (“IPI”) number, and the International Standard Name Identifier (“ISNI”) offer prime examples of existing initiatives to enable the exchange of accurate data related to the identification of repertoire or related to the mitigation of ex post transaction costs that arise in relation to the operation of licensing agreements.

At the same time, these examples reveal data deficiencies and interoperability problems arising from different sets of metadata and different approaches to data identification and verification. To this day, initiatives to harmonize ISWC and ISRC metadata and incorporate them into a single, comprehensive database have failed. In the EU, former Commissioner Neelie Kroes launched a working group to stimulate the establishment of a Global Repertoire Database (“GRD”) in 2008. While the working group participants, including producers, collective management organisations (“CMOs”) and distribution platforms, arrived at recommendations on the way
forward,\textsuperscript{32} the project was abandoned in 2014.\textsuperscript{31} Other unsuccessful attempts include the International Music Joint Venture in 2000, which was formed by several CMOs in Europe and North America, and a project initiated by the World Intellectual Property Organization ("WIPO") aiming at the establishment of a common rights database in 2011.\textsuperscript{33}

19 In the US, by contrast, a new initiative to form a comprehensive database followed from the 2018 Music Modernization Act ("MMA").\textsuperscript{34} In Title I, the MMA establishes the Mechanical Licensing Collective ("MLC") as a one-stop shop for obtaining music licenses. For this new licensing body to function properly, it is necessary to have an authoritative and comprehensive database of music rights in place.\textsuperscript{35} The MLC seeks to achieve this goal by working closely together with major providers of music streaming services, in particular Apple and Spotify.\textsuperscript{36} The new licensing hub offers a US-wide platform for licence administration, enforcement and royalty processing as of 1 January 2021.\textsuperscript{37}

20 This recent US initiative shows that—despite general metadata infrastructures, such as the CIS-Net system and the ISWC/ISRC standards—a strong need is felt in the music industry to combine, streamline and improve rights databases and establish overarching licensing platforms. New initiatives in Europe point in the same direction.\textsuperscript{38} The Technical Online Working Group Europe ("TOWGE") brings together a large group of European CMOs, music publishers and rights agencies developing a digital royalty processing system. TOWGE is based on a small group of direct licensors reporting back to local societies.\textsuperscript{39} An initiative with similar objectives has been taken by the Finnish CMO Teosto. A collaboration between Teosto and the start-up company Mind Your Rights has led to the "Concertify" platform seeking to provide—on top of existing industry structures—an efficient and transparent cross-border copyright licensing system. Concertify allows artists, copyright holders, including CMOs, music publishers and event organisers to interact directly by using modules, such as a module for setlist reporting.\textsuperscript{40} With the support of the Slovak Art Council, a collaboration between the CMO SOZA and various stakeholders has led to the creation of a prototype for a comprehensive data and metadata database of the Slovak music repertoire. The consortium also created the prototype of a “Listen Local” recommender system that meets the requirements of the trustworthy AI recommendations of the High-Level Working Group on AI.\textsuperscript{41} The accompanying feasibility study highlighted and quantified the problems that arise from incomplete copyright data in existing databases and commercial AI-solutions. For example, it demonstrated that at least 15% of Slovak, Estonian, Hungarian and Dutch works are unlikely to be ever exploited due to data


\textsuperscript{34} Schwemer, supra note 33, 69-70.

\textsuperscript{35} House Report 1551, Pub. L. 115-264.


\textsuperscript{40} See https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2019/07/26/towge-digital-royalty-group/.

\textsuperscript{41} See https://www.mindyourrights.fi/.

problems. In the area of standardisation, the work of Digital Data Exchange ("DDEX") is of particular interest. The DDEX system has continuously been expanded to all aspects of the digital music value chain. At the interface between ISWC and ISRC, it provides linkages between work and recording data.

II. Steps Taken in Other Creative Industry Segments

21 Other sectors of the creative industry are facing similar data problems and have embarked on initiatives for data improvement, harmonisation and combination as well. In the field of book publishing, industry initiatives, such as the establishment of different e-book platforms and catalogues, play an important role. Flickr and Google Images offer a search option for material covered by a creative commons licence. Another example is the Entertainment Identifier Registry (EIDR), which is a universal unique identifier system for movie and television assets based on DOI technology. As to standardisation, the International Standard Book Number ("ISBN"), the International Standard Serial Number ("ISSN") for journals, the International Standard Music Number ("ISMN") for notated music, and the International Standard Audiovisual Number ("ISAN") for audiovisual works can serve as examples. Moreover, the standardisation work of the international EDIT-EUR group—leading to the "ONIX" family of standards—is important in the field of books, e-books and serials. With regard to the digital environment, the International DOI Foundation provides the aforementioned Digital Object Identifier ("DOI") services and registration: a technical and social infrastructure for the registration and use of persistent interoperable identifiers for use on digital networks, including identifiers for literary and artistic works.

22 In the area of visual arts, CISAC’s Visual Arts Council has extended its initial work on the right of resale and established an online licensing hub under the umbrella of the International Council of Creators of Graphic, Plastic and Photographic Arts ("CIAGP"). OnLineArt ("OLA") is a one-stop shop for obtaining licenses for worldwide online use of works of visual art currently encompassing works of 60,000 artists. Existing initiatives in the visual arts sector—in particular museums and other cultural heritage institutions digitising works in their holdings—have substantially extended the data coverage of works of fine art; however, the situation in the field of photography and illustrations is much less transparent. Major visual arts libraries, such as Getty Images, may consistently use data management tools. The costs of properly documenting individual works, however, may be prohibitively high for smaller providers of photography and illustrations in the light of the low average value of individual works. In comparison with the status quo reached in the field of music, the process of harmonising, attaching and bundling (meta-)data still seems in its infancy in the area of visual arts.

III. Supportive New Technologies

23 In the discussion on copyright data improvement, it is important to note that the lack of high quality, publicly accessible metadata for copyrighted material also prompted intense innovation among technology developers. Existing initiatives show that new technologies, in particular AI and blockchain, may support the streamlining and improvement of copyright data. The aforementioned Concertify platform, for instance, is the result of a collaboration between Teosto and the start-up company Mind Your Rights. The nucleus of the Concertify system for efficient and transparent cross-border copyright licensing was a setlist app which Mind Your Rights had initially developed for Teosto to facilitate setlist

---

44 See https://ddex.net/about-ddex/purpose/.
45 See https://www.theverge.com/2020/8/31/21408305/google-images-photo-licensing-search-results (Google Images) and https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/ (Flickr).
46 See https://www.eidr.org/.
47 See https://www.editeur.org/8/ONIX/.
48 See https://www.editeur.org/2/About/#Intro.
49 See https://www.doi.org/.
50 See https://www.cisac.org/What-We-Do/Creators-Relations/CIAGP.
51 See http://www.ciagp.org/.
52 See https://onlineart.info/.
53 For a closer analysis of the particular situation and dynamics in the visual arts sector, see the report by Tristan Azzi and Yves El Hage, Les métadonnées liées aux images fixes, Paris: CSPLA 2021.
reporting on the basis of blockchain technology.\textsuperscript{55} Similarly, ASCAP, SACEM and PRS launched a partnership\textsuperscript{56} to "prototype a new shared system of managing authoritative music copyright information using blockchain technology."\textsuperscript{57} The concept of the project is to develop a blockchain-based solution built on IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric that links and manages two standards for copyright-protected content used for music recordings: the International Standard Recording Code (ISRC) and the International Standard Work Code (ISWC). The link between these data would improve royalty matching and licensing. The ultimate goal of the project is to enable a “shared, decentralized database of musical work metadata with real-time update and tracking capabilities.”\textsuperscript{58}

IV. Different Settings for Data Improvement

24 These examples reflect initiatives to employ distributed ledger (blockchain) technology as a technological architecture for creating and operating shared metadata resources in highly fragmented domains of literary and artistic production. The underlying projects seek to recognise and respond to the metadata issues in the area of copyright. The initiatives, however, may stem from tech companies outside the literary and artistic field—a fact that may indicate structural problems preventing the incumbent creative industries from embracing and fully developing the potential of new technologies. Substantial further innovation in the field was clearly limited by the lack of high quality, comprehensive metadata, which prompted some start-ups to experiment with bottom-up, collaborative metadata pooling, similar to the efforts made for establishing Wikidata.\textsuperscript{59}

\section*{IV. Different Settings for Data Improvement}

25 The described experiences with existing data infrastructures and current initiatives to arrive at better results shed light on different settings for the improvement and harmonisation of copyright (meta-)data. The initiative to harmonise, combine and enhance the coverage of work-related data may come from different actors in the public and private sphere, and employ different tools of public and private law:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{legislation:} the MLC, for instance, is the result of US legislation that explicitly mandates the establishment of a nationwide licensing hub for mechanical music rights. In the EU, Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD, indirectly, may have similar effects if the new obligations to license user-uploaded content and exchange work-related data for content moderation purposes leads to shared data standards and content identification libraries. In addition, the 2014 Directive on Collective Management of Copyright and Related Rights (“Collective Rights Management Directive” or “CRMD”)\textsuperscript{60} incentivizes CMOs to cooperate in licensing hubs for multi-territorial licensing of online rights in musical works and adopt voluntary industry standards to improve efficiency in the exchange of data. Any legislation at national or EU level for the improvement of copyright data management, however, must observe Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (“BC”), which prohibits subjecting the enjoyment and exercise of copyright to mandatory formalities, such as registration requirements;\textsuperscript{61}

\item \textbf{public institutions:} impulses for the further development of the copyright data infrastructure may also arise from non-legislative initiatives taken by national, European or international public bodies. The 2008 GRD working group, for instance, came together under the auspices of former Commissioner Neelie Kroes. WIPO initiated the aforementioned 2011 project for the establishment of a common rights database and has embarked on surveys on voluntary registration systems for copyright and related rights in 2005, 2010 and 2021;\textsuperscript{62}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{55} See https://www.mindyourrights.fi/.


\textsuperscript{58} Id. See also https://www.ascap.com/press/2017/04-07-ascap-sacem-prs-blockchain.


\textsuperscript{61} For an in-depth analysis of the impact of this international ban on formalities, see Stéf van Gompel, \textit{Formalities in Copyright Law: An Analysis of Their History, Rationales and Possible Future}, Alphen aan den Rijn: Kluwer Law International 2011.

\textsuperscript{62} WIPO Survey of National Legislation on Voluntary Registration Systems for Copyright and Related Rights, prepared by
For the analysis of copyright data management issues, it is important to bear these different settings in mind. To arrive at a substantial improvement of the copyright data infrastructure, it may be necessary to combine public and private initiatives and seek to offer both legislative and market incentives. The legislation-made MLC initiative in the US, for instance, relies on Apple and Spotify as central sponsors and data providers. A similar, large-scale public/private partnership may be necessary to allow European creative industries to compete at eye level with data and licensing improvement on the other side of the Atlantic.

V. Sector-Specific Stumbling Blocks

For the success of European initiatives, however, it is also important to consider potential stumbling blocks and corrosive dynamics which large-scale data improvement projects may unleash in the creative industry sector:

- **rivalry between small and big players:** small players and repertoire holders may perceive the establishment of overarching, comprehensive data infrastructures and licensing hubs in the creative industries as a threat. For example, small European CMOs may fear to be left behind when major European CMOs take joint initiatives and organise data and licensing processes in a way that enhances the visibility and availability of their content—potentially at the expense of repertoire administered by other CMOs which do not have comparable tools to enhance content visibility and availability. At the global level, individual companies with considerable market power, such as Apple, Spotify, YouTube and Netflix, may establish individual data standards that require European rightholders to deal with different data systems for the purposes of distributing content and monitoring the volume of use. European artists and music distributors may also fear being left behind. In fact, they may lose visibility and market shares on the world market. With the MMA, the US managed to establish a licensing hub in collaboration with US-based streaming services. If this infrastructure becomes a central data resource in the sector, insufficient weight may be lent to non-US (niche) repertoire;

- **fear of losing traditional gatekeeper position:** in sectors with a less developed data infrastructure, such as the field of visual arts, traditional content gatekeepers—holders of individual work libraries, including CMOs—may feel uneasy about initiatives to systematically attach metadata to copyrighted content and include resulting data sources in a comprehensive database and licensing infrastructure. Once a comprehensive and authoritative platform for rights clearance is in place, traditional “middlemen” in the rights clearance process may fear that they become obsolete. The creation of non-harmonised and non-interoperable coding systems and data silos may be part of a survival strategy seeking to preserve a position on the content market, which a more efficient, overarching system for copyright data management may put at risk;

- **path dependence:** stakeholders are likely to have invested substantially in their own proprietary, and often incompatible (meta-)data systems. This investment in individual data infrastructures causes considerable switching costs in case an overarching, harmonised standard is set. This provides a strong disincentive to support initiatives to establish a common, harmonised data standard that requires changes to pre-existing individual data management systems.

This outline of problems arising from data harmonisation and improvement projects sheds light on
central obstacles to the establishment of integrated data spaces which the European Commission also highlighted in its European Strategy for Data. In this Communication, the Commission referred not only to insufficient data quality and interoperability as problem drivers but also to imbalances in market power, a lack of trust and insufficient economic incentives as obstacles to initiatives seeking to ameliorate and finally overcome the problematic status quo.

D. Costs and Benefits

Considering difficulties and obstacles, it becomes apparent that the improvement of the copyright data infrastructure in the EU is not an easy task. As a highly complex endeavour, it can hardly be accomplished without substantial investment in metadata creation and improvement, technical data management infrastructure and harmonisation initiatives. The foregoing analysis already offers first insights into the costs that an initiative to improve copyright data may entail in different creative industry sectors.

I. Considerable Investment Necessary

With regard to the overall costs of setting up and maintaining a comprehensive copyright data management system, the music industry examples again provide some indications. Reportedly, the European GRD initiative that had commenced in 2008, finally collapsed after an investment of £8 million because the CMOs involved could no longer agree on the funding of the project. The MLC project in the US rests on a start-up investment of $33.5 million. After the start-up phase, MLC expenditures are expected to average $30 million annually and amount to $227 million from 2021 to 2028.

According to these figures, there might be a substantive gap between the investment which interested parties in the EU, such as CMOs, are willing to make, and the budget that would be necessary to establish a comprehensive data infrastructure and, if this is desired, run a licensing hub. Before leaning too heavily on cost estimates made in a US context, however, it is important to note that MLC calculations were based on data input from only two central sources: iTunes (Apple Music) and Spotify. Given the cultural diversity and wide variety of copyright data sources in the EU, a European data integration project (not relying exclusively on US-based Apple and Spotify data) would probably require an even larger investment in the start-up phase and following years.

Looking at the visual arts sector, an additional cost dilemma comes to the fore: the individual costs to be made in respect of each individual content item. In the field of photography, for instance, databases would have to contain an extremely high number of works. In many cases, these works will have a relatively low average licensing value. This constellation raises the problem that, even if a harmonised data format and a central data recording system become available, the required investment in metadata entry and maintenance may still not come forward because the revenue accruing from visibility and “findability” in the comprehensive database can hardly be expected to outweigh the costs of data entry. The expected market value does not justify the time and money that would have to be spent for each individual content item. Hence, the mere existence of a comprehensive and authoritative data infrastructure in a given sector does not automatically ensure that all rightholders provide the data necessary to maintain data accuracy and completeness. Revisiting the potential discrepancy between the interests of small and big players, continuous data entry and maintenance may be less burdensome for holders of big work libraries in the light of economies of scale. For instance, it is conceivable that holders of big repertoires are able to switch from manual data entry to the use of automated or machine-learning systems, which substantially reduce the cost per unit.

Finally, it is to be noted that “costs” can also be understood in a broader sense. Instead of confining the analysis to monetary aspects, it is important to con-
sider broader cultural repercussions, in particular the impact of standardised data formats and comprehensive copyright data systems on cultural diversity, recognition and attribution (in the sense of the moral rights enjoying protection under international copyright law and the national copyright systems of EU Member States) and the visibility and availability of the full spectrum of European creative works. In the case of photography, for instance, the commercial value of a work for rightholders, as explained, will often be smaller than the cost of documenting the work. The outlined problem raises concerns about large economies of scale favouring large repertoire owners who can automate the documentation and indexation process. Considering this potential problem, it becomes apparent that the burden of documenting and promoting content in large, supra-national content repositories should not increase data management burdens to such an extent that it becomes unprofitable for smaller entities to comply with data standards and data entry requirements. Otherwise, the measures taken to improve copyright data management may discriminate against holders of small repertoires—and potentially even against smaller national repertoires in the EU—and reduce the cultural diversity which the improved data system is intended to reflect.

II. Benefits Accruing from Improved Copyright Data

34 Benefits that can be expected to flow from an improved data management infrastructure are enhanced licensing opportunities, more efficient enforcement of rights, the reduction of royalty losses and the enhancement of access of high-tech industries to copyright data. Conversely, missing or inaccurate copyright metadata can lead to various types of welfare losses:

a) work is not found and therefore not licensed. That is, the licensing transaction does not take place, depriving both rightholders and consumers of the potential welfare gains (producer surplus and consumer surplus) which a transaction would generate in the counterfactual of accurate metadata;

b) work is found or the potential licensee is aware of the work, but information to license is missing. This may result in two outcomes:

i) the work is not used/consumed, as under (a);

ii) the work is pirated/used without a license. In this case, all welfare effects of the transaction are generated on the demand side, while rightholders do not benefit;

c) The work is found and licensed, but no proper remuneration is provided to rightholders as a consequence of the inaccurate metadata, i.e., licensing revenues are collected but do not reach the rightholders due to metadata issues.

35 Missed licencing and remuneration opportunities not only entail so-called static welfare losses; there can be dynamic effects as well. Efficient licensing can enable more creators to draw on existing copyrighted works, reducing the costs of follow-on creativity. Secondly, smaller markets for copyrighted works and greater costs of licensing will entail lower incentives to invest in innovative complementary goods and services (e.g. innovative ways of disseminating copyrighted works online or innovative recommender systems). Thirdly, high transaction costs, legal uncertainty, competition from unlawful competitors, market concentration and barriers to entry that result from (the requirement to incur) sunk costs can inhibit innovation. Efficient licensing systems—including metadata—can mitigate these issues. An obvious remedy, therefore, would be to correct and complete the metadata.

36 In addition, the aforementioned cultural dimension must be taken into account. Better visibility and availability of European cultural productions on the world market and the (possibly even more important) domestic European market offers important benefits. To the extent that EU creative industries do not have their own comprehensive repertoire databases, they depend on the configuration of content recommendation and licensing systems developed elsewhere. This entails the risk of insufficient influence on the promotion, sales and distribution process.70 In theory, the repertoire databases of Apple Music, Spotify, YouTube or Deezer, for instance, may offer all providers of cultural content similar opportunities to reach out to end consumers. In practice, however, the visibility and success of a work will depend, inter alia, on the way in which these providers organise work- and creator-related (meta-)data and generate recommendations for end consumers. This implies that European content producers depend heavily on metadata and recommendation systems that have been developed by powerful individual companies. In the field of music, the MLC initiative that follows from US legislation may strengthen this trend. As the MLC database has been established with a focus on the US market

70 As to existing legislation seeking to enhance the visibility and prominence of European content, see Article 13(1) of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive 2010/13/EC, as amended by Directive 2018/1808/EU.
and in collaboration with Apple and Spotify, European content is unlikely to occupy the centre stage.

A further risk arises from the diversity of European content in terms of cultural backgrounds and languages. There are various cultural and media policy tools employed in Europe—mainly introduced in national law, such as various local content regulations (for example, in the form of radio or television “quotas” or programming guidelines set for public broadcasters). These instruments aim at the development of local audiences for local content. For these instruments to be efficient and measurable, usable and timely metadata are necessary. Descriptive metadata, however, are usually connected with natural languages. The costs of documenting in smaller European languages relative to the expected sales value can be significantly higher for language groups with fewer potential buyers. This creates an incentive to replace higher cost-to-market repertoires from smaller language groups with (translations of) lower cost-to-market repertoires from large language groups, such as works for English-speaking audiences, in unregulated markets. It also creates incentives to bypass regulations, like in television or radio broadcasting streams, when neither the regulated programmer nor the public authorities measuring local content guidelines have high quality data available.\(^71\)

### E. Article 17 CDSMD as a Catalyst

Considering the described complexity of data improvement initiatives, the various factors impacting data creation and management, and the different dynamics, costs and benefits in individual sectors of the creative industry, Article 17 CDSMD can hardly be expected to solve all dilemmas surrounding copyright data in the EU. Nonetheless, the provision—in particular the mechanism of notifying works under Article 17(4)(b)—seems to offer an unprecedented opportunity for data improvement, in particular with regard to those categories of creative content that feature prominently on OCSSP platforms: music, film, photography and other forms of visual art.\(^72\)

---


---

### I. Tapping Into the Data Flow From Rightholders to OCSSPs

As already explained above, Article 17(4)(b) requires OCSSPs to make best efforts to ensure the unavailability of works and other protected subject matter for which rightholders have provided OCSSPs with “relevant and necessary” information. This notification mechanism generates a data flow from rightholders to OCSSP platforms, covering any unlicensed content that rightholders want to have removed from the platforms.\(^73\) The notification of works gives rightholders the opportunity to ensure the application of measures to block and remove infringing content. “[R]elevant and necessary information” in the sense of Article 17(4)(b) can be expected to go beyond mere work-related data. A copyright owner sending information must inform the OCSSP about their identity, address and contact details, and the nature and (territorial) scope of the rights that are asserted. Article 17(8) CDSMD stipulates that OCSSPs should “provide rightholders, at their request, with adequate information on the functioning of their practices with regard to the cooperation referred to in Directive 2001/29/EC on Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society”.

---

\(^{73}\) Strictly speaking, data flows following from the practical implementation of Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD do not cover information on (i) licensed content; and (ii) unlicensed content, in respect of which rightholders refrain from actively enforcing their rights under Article 17 CDSMD.
in paragraph 4.” Without contact information, this reporting duty cannot be fulfilled. In the context of the complaint and redress mechanism following from Article 17(9) CDSMD, rightholders “shall duly justify the reasons for their [content blocking] requests.” Rightholders are thus under an obligation to substantiate their claims. Evidently, the information exchange between rightholders and OCSSPs is intended to create not only up-to-date libraries of fingerprints or other reference information to identify works, but also an accurate and constantly updated collection of data concerning rights ownership and contact information. Otherwise, OCSSPs can hardly report on content moderation practices and invite rightholders to substantiate blocking requests in the framework of complaint procedures.

Considering these proportions of the data flow and the need for up-to-date information on protected works, rights ownership, and the nature and scope of rights, the specific opportunity arising from Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD becomes manifest: if all notifications that are sent to OCSSPs across EU Member States are collected and bundled in a central EU copyright data repository, the accumulation of EU copyright data can lead to an unprecedented data reservoir that outperforms pre-existing data silos of CMOs, rightholders and distribution platforms. As the described cooperation between rightholders and OCSSPs—enabling content moderation reporting and collaboration in complaint cases—requires that the information on rights and rights ownership be updated continuously, the central EU copyright data repository fed by Article 17(4)(b) notifications can be expected to achieve a relatively high degree of data currentness and accurateness.

To establish this EU copyright data repository, it is necessary to tap into Article 17(4)(b) notifications. Instead of sending “relevant and necessary information” only to OCSSPs, rightholders would have to make this information available, in parallel, to a central institution administering the EU copyright data repository. This data aggregation mechanism could overcome the traditional resistance of central gatekeepers, such as CMOs, to share valuable information on works and copyright owners. Arguably, the incentive to block infringing content uploads with Article 17(4)(b) notifications is strong enough to make use of the notification system, even if notified information is also included in an overarching EU database. At the same time, the bundling and harmonisation of copyright metadata in an open format EU repository would lead to data access and transparency for all OCSSPs—regardless of their size—and other interested users (including other online platforms). As a result, big OCSSPs with broader access to copyright data because of more comprehensive activities are less likely to become new gatekeepers with competitive advantages because of superior knowledge of works and copyright owners. The larger copyright data flow to big OCSSPs would automatically enrich the EU data repository as well. The information will thus be available to all interested OCSSPs and other potential users.

II. Implementation Templates and Data Interoperability

A template for legislation that would ensure this redirection of copyright (meta-)data to a central data collection point can be found in Article 3(6) of the 2012 Orphan Works Directive (regarding information on the use of orphan works) and Article 10(1) CDSMD (regarding information on the use of out-of-commerce works). Article 3(6) of the 2012 Orphan Works Directive provides:

“Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the information referred to in paragraph 5 [information on diligent searches, orphan work use, orphan work status and contact information of cultural heritage institutions] is recorded in a single publicly accessible online database established and managed by the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (‘the Office’) in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 386/2012.”


Article 10(1) CDSMD includes a similar requirement for information on out-of-commerce works: “Member States shall ensure that information from cultural heritage institutions, collective management organisations or relevant public authorities, for the purposes of the identification of the out-of-commerce works or other subject matter, cov-
Interestingly, Article 3(6) of the Orphan Works Directive and Article 10(1) CDSMD also mention the institution that could take care of the central EU copyright data repository: the European Union Intellectual Property Office in Alicante (“EUIPO”), known as Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market until 23 March 2016.

To achieve data interoperability, the legal obligation to send Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD notifications not only to OCSSPs but also to the EUIPO could be accompanied by an additional obligation to provide the data in a specific, standardised format. In this way, Article 17(4)(b) could be employed as a vehicle to tackle not only issues of data accuracy and recentness, but also the problem of data interoperability and data harmonisation. One could also think of imposing an obligation on OCSSPs to accept notifications in the standardised format used by the EUIPO. In this way, the parallel data transmission obligation would have the benefit for rightholders of creating one data submission standard that is generally accepted and allows the universal application of notifications. Rightholders would no longer have to deal with data submission standards that may vary from OCSSP to OCSSP.

III. No Conflict With International Prohibition of Formalities

The international prohibition of formalities following from Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (“BC”) need not constitute an insurmountable obstacle in this respect. According to Article 5(2), “[t]he enjoyment and the exercise” of the rights granted in Article 5(1) BC shall not be subject to any formality. Article 5(1) covers the rights which the laws of Berne Union countries “do now or may hereafter grant to their nationals, as well as the rights specially granted by this Convention.” As Stef van Gompel explains in his in-depth analysis of the scope of the prohibition following from Article 5(2) BC, the ban on formalities:

“includes formalities relating to the coming into existence, the maintenance and the enforcement of copyright. The Berne prohibition on formalities does not extend to formalities that regulate the extent of protection or the means of redress afforded to authors to protect their rights. This suggests that formalities are allowed if they establish the manner of exercising copyright, but not if their non-compliance renders the exercise of rights completely impossible.”

Within this matrix, the notification system following from Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD falls within the category of permissible formalities concerning the “manner of exercising copyright” and the regulation of “the extent of protection.” By stipulating that OCSSPs perform an act of communication to the public, or an act of making available to the public, when they give the public access to protected works that have been uploaded by users, Article 17(1) CDSMD establishes a direct, primary liability of online platforms in an area that, traditionally, has been regulated from the perspective of secondary liability for infringing content uploads. Quite clearly, the

78 Van Gompel, supra note 61, 212.
79 For a more detailed discussion of the nature of the right recognized in Article 17 CDSMD, see Husovec and Quintais, supra note 8, 325-348.
more detailed specification of this exclusive right, including the option to escape liability with best efforts to obtain licenses and apply content filters (Article 17(4)(a) and (b) CDSMD), regulate “the extent of protection.” The fact that rightholders are obliged to provide “relevant and necessary information” under Article 17(4)(b) shows that the provision establishes a specific “manner of exercising copyright.”

In any event, in situations where no authorisation has been granted to OCSSPs, rightholders can still enforce their rights against individual uploaders. Instead of rendering the exercise of rights impossible, Article 17(4)(b) thus offers rightholders an additional possibility to ensure the unavailability of their works on OCSSP platforms.

47 On balance, the notification system following from Article 17(4)(b) is a permissible formality because it enhances the extent of protection and regulates the manner of exercising copyright in the specific context of cooperation with OCSSPs. Against this background, it is possible to extend the notification mechanism and add an obligation to send notifications not only to OCSSPs but also to a central EU data collection point that could be established at the EUIPO. The prohibition of formalities in Article 5(2) BC does not preclude the introduction of this data improvement mechanism in the EU.

IV. Extension to Right of Reproduction

48 Before painting an overly positive picture and presenting Article 17(4)(b) notifications as the ultimate cure for copyright data issues in the EU, however, it is important to point out that the aggregation of Article 17(4)(b) data is only one piece of a more complex puzzle. As explained, this piece seems important and promising enough to take the described steps towards an overarching EU data repository. Nonetheless, it is important to add several nuances and warn against exaggerated expectations.


49 First, the regulatory framework of Article 17 CDSMD focuses on the right of communication to the public and acts of making available to the public. This follows clearly from Article 17(1) and (2) CDSMD. Accordingly, the notification mechanism arising from Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD concerns these exclusive rights. While the right of communication to the public and the right of making available to the public are central to online platforms and various other forms of digital services, new technologies offering promising revenue prospects may require rights clearance in the area of the right of reproduction instead. The use of copyrighted material for AI training purposes (discussed in section B above) can serve as an example. As the text and data mining provisions in Articles 3 and 4 CDSMD show, the right of reproduction occupies centre stage in this context.

50 However, the question arises whether an EU data repository fuelled by data from Article 17(4)(b) notifications is capable of providing useful information for work identification and rights clearance initiatives in new technology areas, such as the AI sector, that require information on reproduction rights. The answer to this question depends on the expression “relevant and necessary information” in Article 17(4) (b). For the purpose of ensuring the unavailability of protected works on OCSSP platforms, it is relevant and necessary to know who is entitled to prohibit the sharing of user-uploaded content because they hold the rights of communication and making available to the public. As the EU data repository enhances the visibility of protected works and increases licensing opportunities, however, it may make sense for copyright holders to provide information on a broader spectrum of exclusive rights and include ownership information covering reproduction rights as well. The mere fact that ownership and repertoire information notified under Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD will make its way into the EU copyright data repository may lead to “enriched” notifications that go beyond the information that is strictly “relevant and necessary” in the OCSSP platform context. As pointed out above, Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD may have the effect of a catalyst that sets in motion a broader process of copyright data aggregation. This broader process may capture additional exclusive rights, such as the right of reproduction.

81 Cf. van Gompel, supra note 61, 212.

82 Cf. van Gompel, supra note 61, 212.

83 Article 17(2) CDSMD merely exonerates non-commercial uploaders whose activities do not generate significant revenues from liability for copyright infringements in situations where an OCSSP has obtained authorisation, for instance through a licensing agreement.

84 See also Article 3(1) and (2) ISD. For a discussion of the relationship between Article 17(1) and (2) CDSMD on the one hand, and Article 3(1) and (2) ISD on the other, see Husovec and Quintais, supra note 8, 325-348.
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V. Extension to Data Reflecting Nature and Contents of Works

Second, rightholders notify work-related information under Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD for the purpose of detecting unauthorised user uploads on OCSSP platforms. The notification data serves the purpose of identifying works and infringing copies. Given this focus, Article 17(4)(b) notifications may fail to provide insights into the nature and contents of the work itself (such as information on the genre, theme and subject, language and other metadata of the work). A prospective user looking for a specific type of work, such as an AI developer looking for a specific category of music, text or images, may thus find the information that can be derived from Article 17(4)(b) notifications unsatisfactory. However, this need not be the final word on the matter. Again, it is to be considered that, as source material for an EU data repository, Article 17(4)(b) notifications would lead to enhanced visibility of work repertoires and broaden licensing opportunities for copyright holders. Arguably, these benefits provide a strong incentive for copyright holders to go beyond data for work identification purposes and enrich notifications with additional data reflecting the nature and contents of the work. When the institution administering the EU data repository is included in the stakeholder dialogue following from Article 17(10) CDSMD, the discussion of best practices can address the need for copyright data improvement and support the evolution of appropriate notification standards, including data enrichment besides harmonisation and interoperability issues, to maximise beneficial effects of the bundling of Article 17(4)(b) notifications.

F. Conclusion

To enhance the visibility and accessibility of the European repertoire and allow the creative industries to benefit from new licensing opportunities in the field of new technologies, it is important to arrive at a comprehensive database with a focus on European content, including smaller and less-known repertoires reflecting the full cultural diversity across EU Member States. An improved copyright data infrastructure is likely to enhance licensing, enforcement and royalty opportunities for creative industries. This added value is a core argument in the cost-benefit analysis that can tip the scales in favour of new efforts to create and harmonise metadata. At the same time, a central EU copyright data repository could provide developers of new technologies, such as AI system developers, broad access to diverse data resources. As a counterweight to initiatives in other regions, such as the MLC in the US, it can be expected to allow European creative industries to innovate and emancipate themselves from other data infrastructures and related content distribution and recommendation systems. It may also prevent a non-European bias in globally dominant AI systems trained on copyright data.

The foregoing discussion, however, also reflects the considerable obstacles on the way to more comprehensive and accurate European copyright (meta-)data. In addition to substantial financial resources that will be necessary, a key to new and successful initiatives lies in the creation of appropriate incentives for the creative industries, providers of digital content distribution services and high-tech companies in the field of AI to jointly develop solutions. For a trade-off across these industry sectors, the analysis provides an important starting point. The requirement of providing “relevant and necessary information” for the blocking of infringing content in Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD offers room for establishing an obligation to provide data concerning the protected work, the nature and scope of exclusive rights, and the identity and contact details of the rightholder in a standardised and interoperable format. If all Article 17(4)(b) notifications that are sent to OCSSPs across EU Member States are collected and bundled in a central EU copyright data repository, the accumulation of EU copyright data could lead to an unprecedented data reservoir that outperforms pre-existing data silos of CMOs, right-holders and distribution platforms.

All industry branches involved—the creative industries, the providers of online platforms and the high-tech industry—could benefit from an improved and harmonised EU data infrastructure. Content distribution platforms and AI companies may have a particular interest in rules that make copyright enforceability and remuneration obligations conditional on the provision of metadata in a specific, interoperable format. To achieve this goal, it could be said that information on protected literary and artistic creations is only “relevant” in the sense of Article 17(4)(b) when it is provided in a form that allows content moderation systems to read it. As to the functioning of content identification tools and the data required for this process, see the report by Jean-Philippe Mochon and Alexis Goin, in collaboration with the Haute autorité pour la diffusion des œuvres et la protection des droits sur Internet (Hadopi) and the Centre national du cinéma et de l’image animée (CNC), Les outils de reconnaissance des contenus et des œuvres sur les plateformes de partage en ligne II, Paris: CSPLA 2021.

As to the use of the requirement of “relevant and necessary information” as a tool to promote specific notification standards, see Martin R.F. Senftleben and Christina Angelopoulou, The Odyssey of the Prohibition on General Monitoring Obligations on the Way to the Digital Services Act: Between Article 17(4)(b) when it is provided in a form that allows content moderation systems to read it. At the core of
these considerations lies the more general principle that rights must be clearly drawn to be enforceable. In this vein, it can be posited that rightholders must provide interoperable, accessible information to benefit from enhanced enforcement opportunities. In addition, it could be said that Article 17(4)(b) notifications should be detailed and rich enough to allow an EU data repository to enhance the visibility of the European repertoire in a meaningful way and broaden licensing opportunities for copyright holders. This objective may require Article 17(4)(b) notifications that cover a broad spectrum of exclusive rights—not only the rights of communication and making available to the public but also reproduction rights—and metadata reflecting the nature and contents of notified works.

55 In sum, new approaches in the area of copyright data improvement can evolve from a trade-off addressing interoperability and transparency interests. On the one hand, the interest of online content distributors and AI trainers in standardised and interoperable data formats could be recognised. On the other hand, transparency and accountability in respect of algorithmic content selection, moderation and recommendation systems should be ensured to pave the way for the eradication of systems that may disadvantage small and lesser-known enterprises and repertoires or creators with specific racial, ethnic or other minority backgrounds. To make this incentive scheme for collaboration attractive to a broad spectrum of copyright holders, further research is necessary to develop appropriate solutions not only for big companies but also for independent labels and other SMEs in the creative industries. In addition, it remains an open question whether the prospect of enhanced collaboration in the area of interoperability and transparency would also be sufficient to convince central gatekeepers, in particular CMOs, to contribute to fully standardised and interoperable copyright metadata. As pointed out above, the fear of losing their exclusive position in controlling relationships with their members may trigger resistance against injecting data into a fully standardised copyright data system. A central data accumulation system built on Article 17(4)(b) CDSMD offers an important data improvement opportunity against this background.